We have constructed a parallel cluster consisting of 16 Apple Macintosh G3 computers running the MacOS, and achieved very good performance on numerically intensive, parallel plasma particle-in-cell simulations. A subset of the MPI message-passing library was implemented in Fortran77 and C. This library enabled us to port code, without modification, from other parallel processors to the Macintosh cluster. For large problems where message packets are large and relatively few in number, performance of 50-150 MFlops/node is possible, depending on the problem. This is fast enough that 3D calculations can be routinely done. Unlike Unix-based clusters, no special expertise in operating systems is required to build and run the cluster. Full details are available on our web site: http://exodus.physics.ucla.edu/appleseed/.
Introduction
In recent years there has been a growing interest in clustering commodity computers to build inexpensive parallel computers. A number of projects have demonstrated that for certain classes of problems, this is a viable approach for cheap, numerically intensive computing. The most common platform for building such a parallel cluster is based on the Pentium processor running the Linux version of Unix [1] . When Apple Computer introduced the Macintosh G3 computer based on the Motorola PowerPC 750 processor, we decided to investigate whether a cluster based on the G3 was practical.
This investigation was initially motivated by the impressive single node performance we achieved on our well-benchmarked suite of plasma particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation codes [2] [3] on the Macintosh G3, as shown in Table I . Not only was the performance faster then the Pentiums, but it was comparable to the performance achieved on some of the Crays.
A further motivation to build the cluster came when we realized that the MacOS had a native message-passing applications programming interface (API), called the Program-toProgram Communications (PPC) Toolbox [4] . We already had many programs written using the Message-Passing Interface (MPI) [5] , a common message-passing API used on high-performance parallel computers. The similarity of the native PPC Toolbox messagepassing facility to the low-level features of MPI further encouraged us to build the Macintosh cluster.
Our PIC codes are used in a number of High-Performance Computing Projects, such as modeling fusion reactors [6] and advanced accelerators [7] . For these projects massively parallel computers are required, such as the 512 node Cray T3E at NERSC. However, it would be very convenient if code development and student projects could be performed on more modest but user-friendly parallel machines such as the Macintosh clusters. It is also preferable that the resources of the large computers are devoted only to the large problems which require them.
Initial Software Implementation
Although a complete implementation of MPI has many high-level features (such as user defined dataypes and division of processes) not available in the PPC Toolbox, these features were generally not needed by our PIC codes. It was therefore straightforward to 2 write a partial implementation of MPI (34 subroutines) based on the PPC Toolbox, which we named MacMPI. The entire MacMPI library was first written in Fortran77. A C language version of MacMPI was also later implemented, due to requests by others.
The only complicated MacMPI subroutine is the initialization procedure, MPI_INIT. To initialize the cluster, a nodelist file is read which contains a list of n computer names and zones which are participating in the parallel computation. We wrote a utility, called Launch Den Mother, which automatically creates the nodelist file and copies and launches the executables on each of the nodes. The executable file can also be copied to each node and started manually.
Once the MacMPI library was implemented, we were able to port the parallel PIC codes from the Cray T3E and IBM SP2 to the Apple Macintosh cluster without modification. This library and related files and utilities are available at our web site:
http://exodus.physics.ucla.edu/appleseed/appleseed.html. For a simple introduction to MPI programming, we recommend Using MPI [8] .
Recipe for Building a Simple Cluster
The easiest way to build a Macintosh cluster is to first a obtain a number of Macintosh As far as hardware is concerned, that's all there is.
Before running a parallel program on the cluster, you should set 3 software switches and install 3 additional items from our web site: the Launch Den Mother utility, the AutoGuest Extension, and the Parallel Fractal Demo. One can test the cluster by dragging and dropping the Parallel Fractal Demo program to the Launch Den Mother, select the computers you want to run it on, and click on "Launch Executables". Each computer will calculate a portion of a large fractal image which will be collected and displayed by the master node.
AppleSeed Hardware Implementation
Our cluster of 16 Macintosh machines consists of various models purchased at different times during the last 18 months. The baseline Macintosh G3 running at 350 MHz currently (August, 1999) costs $1299 at UCLA. This machine is a tower model with 64 MB RAM, 1MB L2 Cache, a 6 GB Hard Drive and CD-ROM. We upgrade the memory of each Macintosh by adding 256 MB, so that the total cost of each of the latest Macintoshes is $1686. We currently have a 16 port Asanté and 24 port Cisco switch (the cost of such switches is around $1500). If purchased today (August, 1999) , the total cost of a 16 node cluster is about $28,000. Such a cluster would contain over 5GB of RAM, and nearly 100 GB of disk space. This cost does not include the monitor. Generally, each node does not need its own monitor.
Our cluster has two networks running simultaneously. MacMPI currently uses AppleTalk with Fast Ethernet (100BaseT). This network has no other nodes on it, in order to maximize performance and enhance security. In addition, the Macintoshes can be connected to the Internet using the built-in Ethernet (10/100 BaseT) running TCP/IP. This gives the cluster access to the outside world and enables importing and exporting files using an ftp program.
Performance
The performance of this cluster was excellent for certain classes of problems, mainly those where communication was small compared to the calculation and the message packet size was large. Results for the large 3D benchmark described in Ref. [3] are summarized in Table II . One can see that the Mac cluster performance was comparable to that achieved by the Cray T3E-900 and the IBM SP2/266 in this case. Indeed, the recent advances in computational performance is astonishing. A cluster of 4 Macintoshes now has more computational power and memory than a 4 processor Cray Y-MP, one of the best supercomputers of a decade ago, for less than one thousandth of the cost! To determine what packet sizes gave good performance, we developed a ping-pong and swap benchmark (where pairs of processors exchange packets of equal size).
Bandwidth was defined to be twice the packet size divided by the time to exchange the data. Test results show that best bandwidth is achieved for packet sizes of around 2 15 (32768) words, while the best rates achieved are about 20% of the peak speed of the 100 Mbps hardware. (A new implementation of MacMPI currently under developing is achieving substantially better performance.)
For the 3D benchmark case described in Table II , the average packet size varied between 2 13 and 2 17 words, which was right in the middle of the region of good performance. Benchmarks for smaller problems such as the 2D case discussed in Ref. [3] , did not scale as well, but still gave good performance.
Physics Calculations
One of the projects which has used the AppleSeed Cluster is the Numerical Tokamak Turbulence Project. The goal of this project is to predict plasma and heat transport in different magnetic configurations. A gyrokinetic PIC code, which calculates only the guiding center of ions, is one of the primary tools. The main authors of this work are J.-N.Leboeuf, R. D. Sydora, and M.W. Kissick [10] .
In a typical calculation, an initial temperature gradient excites unstable drift wave modes which generate a substantial amount of turbulent heat transport. Recent calculations have concentrated on studying various mechanisms of turbulence suppression such as externally imposed electric fields (of importance to the Electric Tokamak, a machine under construction at UCLA) and impurity injection (as done on TEXTOR 94 and DIII-D among others).
These authors use AppleSeed for smaller problems because they can get faster turnaround than at the supercomputer centers. However, they continue to use the centers for the larger calculations.
A second project currently using the AppleSeed cluster is a quantum PIC code, which models multiparticle quantum mechanical problems. It uses a semiclassical approximation of Feynman path integrals to reduce the calculation to a large number of classical particles moving in an electromagnetic field. This allows implementation on parallel computers using techniques previously created and used for plasma PIC codes. This is the thesis work of Dean Dauger.
In this calculation, each quantum particle is represented by tens of thousands of classical particles sampling the important parts of phase space. This code accurately models eigenfunctions and eigenenergies of analytically solved single quantum particle problems, such as free-space cases, the simple harmonic oscillator, and the infinite square well, and is now being used to investigate cases involving as many as sixteen quantum particles in one dimension. Although the code can run on large parallel computers, this project only has funding for one graduate student, so its limited financial status and its current problem size make it highly appropriate for the Mac cluster. In addition, this project makes use of sophisticated interactive diagnostics developed on the Macintosh, including tools that generate QuickTime movies playing wavefunctions as sound.
Another calculation we have just begun is the study of collisional heating of a plasma driven by a strong, external electromagnetic pump. This is an unusual problem for a PIC code. In order to model it, we use a Debye length much bigger than a grid size. This allows one to have sufficient particles in a Debye cloud to have reasonable statistics, yet few enough particles that particle overlap is unlikely. This work is being done by V. Decyk in collaboration with W. Mori and others.
The current calculations use a 128x128x128 grid. This problem is small enough that it can be done one a single computer. A previous study in 2D was done in 1994 by Decker, Mori, and Dawson [11] . An important point here is that low cost cluster computers allow us to study problems in 3D which previously could only be done in 2D, and a number of older calculations are being revisited to see if there are any significant differences.
Other Software Development
A parallel application can be started either manually or automatically. A utility called Launch Den Mother (and associated Launch Puppies) was written to automate the procedure of selecting remote computers, copying the executable and associated input files, and starting the parallel application on each computer. The utility also can retrieve output and kill remote jobs. Further details can be found in the README documentation available with the distribution package on our web site.
In order to make the Macintosh cluster more useful for parallel programming, we have added a visualization monitor to MacMPI. This small window shows which nodes are communicating, whether they are sending, receiving or both, as well as a histogram of the size of packets being sent. A new, more optimized version of MacMPI is currently under development.
Also available on our web site are a number of working applications. The most interesting of these is the Parallel Fractal Demo (including an Interactive version) which runs on an arbitrary number of nodes. This demo is useful for beginners to make sure their 6 network connections are all properly working, as well as for illustrating the speedups one obtains with parallel processing.
There are a number of future directions one can take with MacMPI. One obvious direction is to move away from AppleTalk in favor of TCP/IP. With the advent of MacOS X, existing Unix-based implementations of MPI could probably also be easily ported to the Macintosh. Finally, MPI Software Technology [9] has announced commercial support for Macintosh clusters.
Evaluation
The inexpensive, powerful cluster of Macintosh G3s has become a valuable addition to our research group. It is especially useful for student training and running large calculations for extended periods. We have run simulations on 4 nodes for 100 hours at a time, which use 1 GByte of memory. This is especially convenient for unfunded research or exploratory projects, or when meeting short deadlines. The turn-around time for such jobs is often shorter than on supercomputer centers with more powerful computers, because we do not have to share this resource with the entire country. (Although some problems can only run on the supercomputer centers because they are too large for the Macintosh cluster.)
The presence of the cluster has encouraged students and visitors to learn how to write portable, parallel MPI programs, which they can run later on larger computers elsewhere. In fact, since Fast Ethernet is slow compared to the networks used by large parallel supercomputers, our students are encouraged to develop better, more efficient algorithms that use less communication. Later, when they move the code to a larger parallel computer, the code scales very well with large numbers of processors. The cluster also encourages a more interactive style of parallel programming, in contrast to the more batch-oriented processing encouraged by traditional supercomputer centers.
Our current configuration consists of 4 machines which are a common resource, plus 12 individually owned machines which may be available on nights and weekends. We plan to expand the cluster by adding 4 machine sub-clusters in various student and researcher offices and thus relieve pressure on the 4 common machines.
Because the cluster is used only by a small research group, we do not need sophisticated job management or scheduling tools (which may not even exist). Everything is done in the spirit of cooperation, and so far that has worked.
Most clusters today are running the Linux operating system. Why are we not doing so?
One reason is that many of the Macs are used for purposes other than numerical calculations and rely on software written for MacOS. In addition, Linux is far more difficult for the novice to use. Substantial Unix expertise is required to correctly install, maintain, and run a Unix cluster. Indeed, reference [1] discusses many of the details one needs to worry about. The Macintosh, in contrast, does not require special knowledge of operating systems. Because of its ease of use, the Macintosh cluster is particular attractive to small groups with limited resources. For example, high school students are learning how to run parallel applications on clusters they built themselves.
What are the problem areas? The most common failure has nothing to do with the Macintosh computers: it is the network. The most common cause of this failure are mismatches in the duplex settings. Fast Ethernet can send either full duplex, where a node can simultaneously send and receive, or half duplex, where it cannot. Similar networking problems occur on non-Macintosh computers. They are typically more noticeable with tightly coupled clusters because they are taxing the network more severely.
The future continues to look bright. The recently announced Macintosh G4 has a main processor which is better optimized for floating point calculations, and a vector co-processor (designed for multimedia) that can calculate at a rate of 3.2 GFlops in single precision (1 GigaFlop=1000 MegaFlops). Networking is also becoming cheaper and faster, with Gigabit networks and FireWire becoming two interesting candidates to improve performance. Finally, with MacOS X, a large body of Unix-based software should also be available. Table I. 3D Particle Benchmarks -----------------------------------------The following are times for a 3D particle simulation, using 294,912 particles and a 32x16x64 mesh for 425 time steps. Push Time is the time to update one particle's position and deposit its charge, for one time step. Loop Time is the total time for running the simulation minus the initialization time.
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